Cortical spatial aspects of optical intrinsic signals in response to sucrose and NaCl stimuli.
To examine whether cortical taste neurons use spatial codes for discriminating taste information, we investigated the spatial aspects of optical intrinsic signal (OIS) responses in the gustatory insular cortex (GC) elicited by the administration of two essential tastants, sucrose and NaCl, on the tongue. OIS responses to sucrose appeared in the rostral part of the GC, whereas those to NaCl appeared in the central part of the GC. Local anesthetization of the tongue abolished OIS responses, and the administration of distilled water elicited no OIS response. Thus, taste information elicited by sucrose and NaCl from the peripheral sensory organs is segregated in the GC, suggesting that the information from two essential tastants is assembled as spatial codes in the primary cortical taste area through the process of taste quality perception.